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Abstrat The problem of statistial reognition is onsidered, as it arises in immunobiology,
namely, the disrimination of foreign antigens against a bakground of the body's own moleules.
The preise mehanism of this foreign-self-distintion, though one of the major tasks of the immune
system, ontinues to be a fundamental puzzle. Reent progress has been made by van den Berg,
Rand, and Burroughs [33℄, who modelled the probabilisti nature of the interation between the
relevant ell types, namely, T-ells and antigen-presenting ells (APCs). Here, the stohastiity is
due to the random sample of antigens present on the surfae of every APC, and to the random
reeptor type that haraterises individual T-ells. It has been shown previously [33,37℄ that this
model, though highly idealised, is apable of reproduing important aspets of the reognition
phenomenon, and of explaining them on the basis of stohasti rare events. These results were
obtained with the help of a rened large deviation theorem and were thus asymptoti in nature.
Simulations have, so far, been restrited to the straightforward simple sampling approah, whih
does not allow for sample sizes large enough to address more detailed questions. Building on the
available large deviation results, we develop an importane sampling tehnique that allows for
a onvenient exploration of the relevant tail events by means of simulation. With its help, we
investigate the mehanism of statistial reognition in some depth. In partiular, we illustrate how
a foreign antigen an stand out against the self bakground if it is present in suiently many
opies, although no a priori dierene between self and nonself is built into the model.
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1 Introdution
The notion of statistial reognition between randomly enountered moleules is entral to many
biologial phenomena. This is partiularly evident in biologial repertoires, whih ontain enough
moleular diversity to bind pratially any randomly enountered target moleule. The reep-
tor repertoire of the immune system provides the best-known example of a system displaying
probability-based interations; another one is the olfatory reeptor repertoire, whih reognises
multitudes of odorants. This hane reognition is a well-established phenomenon and has been
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2analysed with the help of various statistial and biophysial models; ompare [17,23℄. Here we
will takle a model of statistial reognition between ell surfaes (in the sense of olletions of
numerous surfae moleules, rather than single ones) of the immune system. It desribes a vital
property of our immune system, whih omes into play when a virus invades the body and starts
to multiply. Fortunately, however, sooner or later it is reognised as a foreign intruder by ertain
white blood ells, whih are part of the immune system and start a spei immune response that
nally eliminates the virus population.
This ability of the immune system to disriminate safely between foreign and self moleules is
a fundamental ingredient to everyday survival of jawed vertebrates; but how this works exatly is
still enigmati. Indeed, the immune system faes an enormous hallenge beause it must reognise
one (or a few) type(s) of (potentially dangerous) foreign moleules against an enormous variety
of (harmless) self moleules. The partiular diulty lies in the fat that there an be no a priori
dierene between self and nonself (like some fundamental dierene in moleular struture), sine
this would open up the possibility for moleular mimiry on the part of the pathogen, whih ould
quikly evolve immuno-invisibility by imitating the self struture. The problem may be phrased as
statistial reognition of one partiular foreign signal against a large, utuating self bakground.
However, immune biology has been largely treated deterministially until, reently, an expliit
stohasti model was introdued by van den Berg, Rand and Burroughs [33℄ (heneforth referred
to as BRB) and further developed by Zint, Baake and den Hollander [37℄. It desribes (random)
enounters between the two ruial types of white blood ells involved (see Figs. 1 and 2): the
antigen-presenting ells (APCs), whih display a mixture of self and foreign antigens at their
surfae (a sample of the moleules around in the body), and the T-ells, whih san the APCs
by means of ertain reeptors and ultimately deide whether or not to reat, i.e., to start an
immune response.
APC
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Fig. 1 A T-ell and an antigen-presenting ell (based on Fig. 1 of [35℄). An APC absorbs moleules
and partiles from its viinity and breaks them down. The emerging fragments, so-alled peptides (short
sequenes of amino aids), serve as antigens. They are bound to so-alled MHC moleules (still within the
ell), and the resulting omplexes, eah omposed of an MHC moleule and a peptide, are presented on
the surfae of the ell (the MHC moleules serve as arriers or anhors to the ell surfae). Sine most of
the moleules in the viinity of an APC are self moleules, every APC displays a large variety of dierent
types of self antigens and, possibly, one (or a small number of) foreign types. The various antigen types
our in various opy numbers. Eah T-ell is haraterised by a spei type of T-ell reeptor (TCR),
whih is displayed in many idential opies on the surfae of the partiular T-ell. When a T-ell meets
an APC, the ontat between them is established by a temporary bond between the ells, in whih the
TCRs and the MHC-peptide omplexes interat with eah other, whih results in stimuli to the T-ell
body. If the added stimulation rate is above a given threshold, the T-ell is ativated to reprodue, and
the resulting lones of T-ells will initiate an immune reation against the intruder.
3To be biologially more preise, we onsider the enounters of so-alled naive T-ells with
professional APCs in the seondary lymphoid tissue. A naive T-ell is a ell that has nished its
maturation proess in the thymus and has been released into the body, where it has not yet been
exposed to antigen. It tends to dwell in seondary lymphoid tissue like lymph nodes, where it omes
into ontat with professional APCs, speial white blood ells with so-alled MHC moleules at
their surfae that serve as arriers for antigens. Eah T-ell is haraterised by a spei type of
T-ell reeptor (TCR), whih is displayed in many idential opies on the surfae of the partiular
T-ell. A large number (estimated at 107 in [1℄) of dierent reeptors, and hene dierent T-ell
types, are present in an individual (every type, in turn, is present in several opies, whih form a
T-ell lone). However, the number of potential antigen types is still vastly larger (roughly 1013;
see [20℄). Thus, spei reognition (where one TCR reognises exatly one antigen) is impossible;
this is known as Mason's paradox. The task is further ompliated by the fat that every APC
displays on the order of thousand(s) of dierent self antigen types, in various opy numbers [14,
20,28℄, together with, possibly, one (or a small number of) foreign types; the T-ells therefore fae
a literal needle in a haystak problem.
For an enounter between a pair of T-ell and APC, both hosen randomly from the diverse
pool of T-ells and APCs, the probability to reat must be very small (otherwise, immune reations
would our permanently); this is a entral theme in the analysis. It entails that some questions
may be answered analytially with the help of large deviation theory; others require simulation,
but the use of this has been limited due to the small probabilities involved, at least with the
straightforward simulation methods applied so far [33,37℄. The main purpose of this artile is to
devise an eient importane sampling method based on large deviation theory and tailored to
the problem at hand, and to use this to investigate the mehanism of statistial reognition in
more detail. The paper is organised as follows. In Set. 2, we present the most important biologial
fats and reapitulate the model; this will be a self-ontained, but highly simplied outline, sine
the full piture is available elsewhere [33,37℄. In Set. 3, we summarise (mainly from [9℄ and [5℄)
some general theory that allows to design eient methods of rare event simulation on the basis
of a large deviation analysis, and tailor these to the problem at hand in Set. 4. Set. 5 presents
the simulation results and analyses them both from the omputational and the biologial point of
view. Simulation speeds up by a fator of nearly 1500 relative to the straightforward approahes
used so far. This enables us to explore regions of parameter spae as yet inaessible, to validate
previous asymptoti results, and to investigate the mehanism of statistial reognition in more
depth than previously possible.
2 The T-ell model
In this Setion, we briey motivate and introdue the model of T-ell reognition as rst proposed
by BRB in 2001 [33℄ and further developed by Zint, Baake and den Hollander [37℄. More preisely,
we only onsider the toy version of this model, whih neglets the modiation of the T-ell
repertoire during maturation in the thymus. This toy version already aptures important aspets
of the phenomenon while being partiularly transparent. We will ome bak to maturation (already
inluded in [33℄) in the disussion.
When T-ells and APCs meet, the T-ell reeptors bind to the various antigens presented by the
APC [6℄. For every single reeptor-antigen pair, there is an assoiation-dissoiation reation, the
rate onstants for whih depend on the math of the moleular strutures of reeptor and antigen.
Assuming that assoiation is muh faster than dissoiation and that there is an abundane of
reeptors (so that the antigens are mostly in the bound state), one an desribe the reation in
terms of the dissoiation rates only.
Every time a reeptor unbinds from an antigen, it sends a signal to the T-ell, provided the
assoiation has lasted for at least one time unit (i.e., we resale time so that the unit of time is
this minimal assoiation time required). The duration of a binding of a given reeptor-antigen pair
follows the Exp(1/τ) distribution, i.e. the exponential distribution with mean τ , where τ is the
inverse dissoiation rate of the pair in question. The rate of stimuli indued by the interation of
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Fig. 2 Cariature of T-ells and APCs (from [37℄). Note that every T-ell has many opies of one partiular
reeptor type, but dierent T-ells have dierent reeptor types. In ontrast, every APC arries a mixture
of antigen types, whih may appear in various opy numbers.
our antigen with the reeptors in its viinity is then given by
w(τ) =
1
τ
exp(−
1
τ
), (1)
i.e., the dissoiation rate times the probability that the assoiation has lasted long enough. (If
the simplifying assumption of unlimited reeptor abundane is dispensed with, Eq. (1) must be
modied, see [34℄.) As shown in Fig. 3, the funtion w rst inreases and then dereases with τ
with a maximum at τ = 1, whih reets the fat that, for τ < 1, the bindings tend not to last
long enough, whereas for τ > 1, they tend to last so long that only few stimuli are expeted per
time unit.
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Fig. 3 Left: the funtion w. Right: the densities of W = w(T ) and W ϑ with tilting parameter ϑ = 46
(f. Set. 3.2). The densities have poles at w(0) = 0 and w(1) = 0.3679 (due to the vanishing derivative of
w at τ = 0 and τ = 1), but the right poles are invisible beause they support very little probability mass.
In fat, for ε = 0.01, one has P(0 ≤ W ≤ ε) = 0.98 and P(w(1) − ε ≤ W ≤ w(1)) = 2.17 · 10−9, whereas
P(0 ≤W ϑ ≤ ε) = 0.137138 and P(w(1)− ε ≤W ϑ ≤ w(1)) = 0.0050.
The T-ell sums up the signals indued by the dierent antigens on the APC, and if the total
stimulation rate reahes a ertain threshold value, the ell initiates an immune response. This
model relies on several hypotheses, whih are known as kineti proofreading [21,22,18,13℄, serial
triggering [31,30,27,4,29,10℄, ounting of stimulated TCRs [36,25℄, and the optimal dwell-time
hypothesis [15,12℄.
5Due to the huge amount of dierent reeptor and antigen types, it is impossible (and unne-
essary) to presribe the binding durations for all pairs of reeptor and antigen types individually.
Therefore, BRB hose a probabilisti approah to desribe the meeting of APCs and T-ells. A
randomly hosen T-ell (that is, a randomly hosen type of reeptor) enounters a randomly ho-
sen APC (that is, a random mixture of antigens). The mean binding time that governs the binding
of this random reeptor to the jth type of antigen is taken to be a random variable denoted by Tj .
The Tj are independent and identially distributed (i.i.d.) and are assumed to follow the Exp(1/τ¯)
distribution, i.e., the exponential distribution with mean τ¯ , where τ¯ is a free parameter. Note
that there are two exponential distributions (and two levels of averaging) involved here. First, the
duration of an individual binding between a type-j antigen and a random reeptor is Exp(1/Tj)
distributed (see the disussion of Eq. (1)). Seond, Tj , the mean duration of suh a binding (where
the reeptor is hosen one and the times are averaged over repeated bindings with a j antigen)
is itself an exponential random variable, with realisation τj . Finally, its mean, E(Tj) = τ¯ , is the
mean binding time of a j-antigen (and, due to the i.i.d. assumption, of any antigen) when averaged
over all enounters with the various reeptor types. The exponential distribution of the individual
binding time is an immediate onsequene of the (rst-order) unbinding kinetis. In ontrast, the
orresponding assumption for the Tj is made for simpliity; the approah is ompatible with var-
ious other distributions as well, see [33℄ and [37℄. The i.i.d. assumption, however, is ruial, sine
it implies, in partiular, that there is no dierene between self and foreign antigens here; i.e., no
a priori distintion is built into the model.
The total stimulation a T-ell reeives is the sum over all stimulus rates Wj = w(Tj) that
emerge from antigens of the j'th type. It is further assumed that there is at most one type of
foreign antigen in z(f) opies on an APC, whose signal must be disriminated against the signals
of a huge amount of self antigens. (There ould, in priniple, be multiple foreign peptide types,
but there are good reasons to assume that there are mehanisms to ensure that a given T-ell sees
at most one foreign peptide type, see [34℄). The self antigens are here divided into two distint
lasses, c and v, that are present in dierent opy numbers z(c) and z(v). An APC displays m(c)
and m(v) dierent types of lass c and v. The indies c and v stand for onstitutive and for
variable, respetively; but for the purpose of this artile, only the abundanies are relevant, in
partiular, z(c) > z(v) and m(c) < m(v). Over the whole APC the total number of antigens is then
m(c)z(c)+m(v)z(v) =:M if no foreign antigen is present. If z(f) foreign moleules are also present,
the self moleules are assumed to be proportionally displaed (via the fator q := (M − z(f))/M),
so that the total number of antigens remains unhanged at
z(f) +m(c)qz(c) +m(v)qz(v) = M. (2)
The total stimulation rate in a random enounter of T-ell and APC an then be desribed as
a funtion of z(f):
G(z(f)) :=
m(c)∑
j=1
qz(c)Wj
+
m(c)+m(v)∑
j=m(c)+1
qz(v)Wj
+ z(f)Wm(c)+m(v)+1, (3)
i.e., a weighted sum of i.i.d. random variables. Alternatively, we onsider the extension of the
model proposed by Zint et al. [37℄, whih, instead of the deterministi opy numbers z(c), z(v),
uses random variables Z
(c)
j , Z
(v)
j distributed aording to binomial distributions with E(Z
(c)
j ) =
z(c) , E(Z
(v)
j ) = z
(v)
, where E denotes expetation (so the expeted number of antigens per APC
is still M). The model then reads
G(z(f)) :=
m(c)∑
j=1
qZ
(c)
j Wj
+
m(c)+m(v)∑
j=m(c)+1
qZ
(v)
j Wj
+ z(f)Wm(c)+m(v)+1. (4)
In line with [33,37℄, we numerially speify the model parameters as follows: τ¯ = 0.04; m(c) =
50, m(v) = 1500, z(c) = 500, z(v) = 50 (and hene M = 105). The distributions in the extended
6model are the binomials Bin(ζ(c), p) and Bin(ζ(v), p) for Z
(c)
j and Z
(v)
j respetively, where ζ
(c) =
1000, ζ(v) = 100, and p = 0.5.
The relevant quantity for us is now the probability
P
(
G(z(f)) ≥ gact
)
(5)
that the stimulation rate reahes or surpasses a threshold gact. To ahieve a good foreign-self
disrimination, there must be a large dierene in probability between the stimulation rate in the
ase with self antigens only (z(f) = 0), and the stimulation rate with the foreign antigen present,
i.e.,
1≫ P
(
G(z(f)) ≥ gact
)
≫ P
(
G(0) ≥ gact
)
≥ 0 (6)
for realisti values of z(f). Note that both events must be rare events  otherwise, the immune
system would re all the time. Thus gact must be muh larger than E(G(z
(f))) (whih, due
to (2) and the idential distribution of the Wj , is independent of z
(f)
). Evaluating these small
probabilities is a hallenge. So far, two routes have been used: analyti (asymptoti) theory based
on large deviations (LD) and straightforward simulation (so-alled simple sampling). Both have
their shortomings: the LD approah is only exat in the limit of innitely many antigen types
(and the available error estimates are usually too rude to be useful); the simulation strategy, on
the other hand, is so time-onsuming that it beomes simply impossible to obtain sample sizes
large enough for a detailed analysis, in partiular for large values of gact. Therefore, an importane
sampling approah is required. Let us now reapitulate some underlying theory.
3 Rare event simulation: general theory
The general problem we now onsider is to estimate the probability P (A) of a (rare) event A
under a probability measure P . The straightforward approah, known as simple sampling, uses
the estimate
(P̂ (A))N :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
1{S(i) ∈ A} =
1
N
card{1 ≤ i ≤ N | S(i) ∈ A}, (7)
where the {S(i)}1≤i≤N are independent and identially distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with
distribution P , 1{.} denotes the indiator funtion, and N is the sample size; we will throughout
use v̂ for an estimate of a quantity v. (P̂ (A))N is obviously an unbiased and onsistent estimate,
but, for small P (A), the onvergene to P (A) is slow, and large samples are required to get reliable
estimates.
Various simulation methods are available that deal with this problem and yield a better rate
of onvergene (see the monograph by Buklew [5℄ for an overview). Most of them ahieve this
improvement by reduing the variane of the estimator. We will onentrate here on the most
wide-spread lass of methods, namely importane sampling. As is well known, one introdues a
new sampling distribution Q here under whih A is more likely to happen, produes samples from
this distribution and returns to the original distribution by reweighting. In general, nding a good
importane sampling distribution that redues the variane as muh as possible is an art, and
muh of the literature revolves around this. Some general purpose and many ad ho strategies
exist, but usually, importane sampling distributions are best tailored by exploiting the struture
of the spei problem at hand. However, if the problem an be embedded into a sequene of
problems for whih a so-alled large deviation priniple is valid, a unied theory is available that
identies the most eient simulation distribution. This tehnique of large deviation simulation
was introdued by Sadowski and Buklew [26℄, laid down in the monograph by Buklew [5℄, and
further developed by Dieker and Mandjes [9℄. It rests on the well-established theory of large
deviations, as summarised, for example, in the books by Dembo and Zeitouni [7℄ or den Hollander
[8℄. Let us reapitulate the basi bakground.
73.1 Large deviation probabilities
Consider a sequene {Sn} of random variables on the probability spae (R
d,B,P), where B is
the Borel σ-algebra of Rd. Let {Pn} be the family of probability measures indued by {Sn}, i.e.,
Pn(B) = P(Sn ∈ B) for B ∈ B. We assume throughout that {Sn} satises a large deviation
priniple (LDP) aording to the following denition [7,9℄:
Denition 1 (Large deviation priniple) A family of probability measures {Pn} on (R
d,B)
satises the large deviation priniple (LDP) with rate funtion I if I : Rd → [0,∞] is lower
semiontinuous and, for all B ∈ B,
− inf
x∈B◦
I(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
1
n
logPn(B) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logPn(B) ≤ − inf
x∈B
I(x), (8)
where B◦ := int(B) and B := clos(B) denote the interior and the losure of B, respetively. I is
said to be a good rate funtion if it has ompat level sets in that I−1([0, c]) = {x ∈ Rd : I(x) ≤ c}
is ompat for all c ∈ Rd. ⊓⊔
A set B is alled an I-ontinuity set if
inf
x∈B◦
I(x) = inf
x∈B
I(x) = inf
x∈B
I(x). (9)
If B is suh a set, the LDP means that Pn(B) deays exponentially for large n, with deay
oeient infx∈B I(x). A point b is alled a minimum rate point of B if infx∈B I(x) = I(b).
Large deviation priniples are well known for many families of random variables, like empirial
means of i.i.d. random variables or empirial measures of Markov hains. For the appliation we
have in mind, whih involves sums of independent, but not identially distributed random variables,
we need the fairly general setting of the Gärtner-Ellis theorem, whih we reapitulate here (f.
[7, Thm. 2.3.6℄ and [8, Ch. V℄). Let ϕn(ϑ) := EPn(e
〈ϑ,Sn〉), ϑ ∈ Rd, be the moment-generating
funtion of Sn, where 〈., .〉 denotes the salar produt and Eµ(.) denotes the expetation of a
random variable with respet to the probability measure µ.
Theorem 1 (Gärtner-Ellis) Assume that
(G1) limn→∞
1
n logϕn(nϑ) =: Λ(ϑ) ∈ [−∞,∞] exists,
(G2) 0 ∈ int(DΛ), where DΛ := {ϑ ∈ R
d : Λ(ϑ) <∞} is the eetive domain of Λ,
(G3) Λ is lower semi-ontinuous on Rd,
(G4) Λ is dierentiable on int(DΛ),
(G5) Either DΛ = R
d
or Λ is steep at its boundary ∂DΛ, i.e., limint(DΛ)∋ϑ→∂DΛ |∇Λ(ϑ)| =∞.
Then, {Pn} satises the LDP on R
d
with good rate funtion I, where I is the Legendre transform
of Λ, i.e.,
I(x) = sup
ϑ∈Rd
[〈x, ϑ〉 − Λ(ϑ)], x ∈ Rd. (10)
⊓⊔
The funtion Λ in (G1) is onvex. If there is a solution ϑ∗ of
∇Λ(ϑ) = x, (11)
one has
I(x) = 〈ϑ∗, x〉 − Λ(ϑ∗). (12)
If Λ is stritly onvex in all diretions, ϑ∗ is unique. See Fig. 4 for a one-dimensional example (the
T-ell appliation, in fat).
83.2 Simulating rare event probabilities
Let now A ∈ B be a rare event in the sense that 0 < infx∈A I(x) < ∞. Here, the rst inequality
implies that A beomes exponentially unlikely as n→∞, whereas the seond inequality serves to
exlude nongeneri ases (in partiular ases where the event is impossible). An important notion
for the rare event simulation of Pn(A) is that of a dominating point [5, p. 83℄: A point a is a
dominating point of the set A if it is the unique point suh that
a) a ∈ ∂A,
b) ∃ a unique solution ϑ∗ of ∇Λ(ϑ) = a, and
) A ⊂ {x ∈ Rd : 〈ϑ∗, x− a〉 ≥ 0}.
A dominating point, if it exists, is always a unique minimum rate point (see [5, p. 83℄). Con-
vexity of A implies existene of a dominating point (f. [9℄).
Following [9℄ we now turn to the problem of simulating Pn(A) = EPn(1{Sn ∈ A}). The naive
simple-sampling estimate obtained from N i.i.d. opies S
(i)
n (1 ≤ i ≤ N), drawn from Pn, is, as in
(7), given by (
P̂n(A)
)
N
:=
1
N
N∑
i=1
1{S(i)n ∈ A}. (13)
It is unbiased and onverges (almost surely) to Pn(A) in the limit N → ∞, but it is ineient
sine it requires that N inrease exponentially with n to yield a meaningful estimate. Instead of
{Sn}, one therefore onsiders an alternative family of random variables, {Tn} with distribution
family {Qn}, again on (R
d,B), under whih A ours more frequently. Assuming that Pn and Qn
are absolutely ontinuous with respet to eah other, one an use the identity
Pn(A) = EPn(1{Sn ∈ A}) = EQn
(
1{Tn ∈ A}
dPn
dQn
(Tn)
)
, (14)
where dPn/dQn is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pn with respet to Qn. The resulting impor-
tane sampling estimate then relies on i.i.d. samples T
(i)
n from {Qn} and reads
(
P̂Qn(A)
)
N
:=
1
N
N∑
i=1
1{T (i)n ∈ A}
dPn
dQn
(T (i)n ), (15)
where (dPn/dQn)(.) ats as a reweighting fator from the sampling distribution to the original
one. It is reasonable to assume that (dPn/dQn) is ontinuous to avoid the usual problems with
L1-funtions; this is no restrition for our intended appliation.
An adequate optimality onept in this ontext is that of asymptoti eieny. Aording to
[9℄, it is based on the relative error ηN (Qn, A) dened via its square
η2N (Qn, A) :=
VQn
(
P̂Qn(A)
)
N(
Pn(A)
)2 (16)
(where Vµ(.) denotes the variane of a random variable with respet to the probability measure µ).
The relative error is proportional to the width of the ondene interval relative to the (expeted)
estimate itself. Asymptoti eieny is then dened as follows.
Denition 2 (Asymptoti eieny) An importane sampling family {Qn} is alled asymp-
totially eient for the rare event A if
lim
n→∞
1
n
logN∗Qn = 0, (17)
where N∗Qn := inf{N ∈ N : ηN (Qn, A) ≤ ηmax} for some given maximal relative error ηmax,
0 < ηmax <∞.
9In words, asymptoti eieny means that the number of samples required to keep the relative
error below a presribed bound ηmax inreases only subexponentially (rather than exponentially
as with simple sampling). The onrete hoie of ηmax is atually irrelevant, see Lemma 1 in [9℄.
An obvious idea from large deviation theory would be to use, as sampling distributions, the
family of measures {Pϑn } that are exponentially tilted with parameter ϑ, that is,
dPϑn
dPn
(x) =
en〈ϑ,x〉
ϕn(nϑ)
, x ∈ Rd; (18)
Pϑn then takes the role of Qn. The task remains to nd a suitable ϑ, i.e., a tilting parameter
that makes {Pϑn } asymptotially eient. Neessary and suient onditions for this are given in
[9, Assumption 1 and Corollary 1℄ and are summarised below, in a form adapted to the present
ontext.
Theorem 2 (Dieker-Mandjes 2005) Assume that, for some given ϑ∗,
(V1) {Pn} satises an LDP with good rate funtion I,
(V2) lim supn→∞
1
n logϕn(γnϑ
∗) <∞ for some γ > 1, and, likewise, with ϑ∗ replaed by −ϑ∗,
(V3) The rare event A is both an I-ontinuity set and an (I + 〈ϑ∗, .〉)-ontinuity set.
Then, the tilted measure {Pϑ
∗
n } is asymptotially eient for simulating A if and only if
inf
x∈Rd
[I(x)− 〈ϑ∗, x〉] + inf
x∈A
[I(x) + 〈ϑ∗, x〉] = 2 inf
x∈A◦
I(x). (19)
We use assumption (V2) here to replae the weaker but less easy to verify ondition (2) in
Assumption 1 of [9℄, in line with the paragraph below (2) in [9℄, or [7, Thm. 4.3.1℄. Note also that
(V2) holds automatially if ϕn(nϑ) exists for all ϑ  but this is not mandatory here, sine only a
given ϑ∗ is onsidered.
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in [9℄ and need not be reapitulated here; but we would like
to omment briey on what happens in the entral ondition (19). Replaing Qn by P
ϑ∗
n in (16)
and (15), we an rewrite η2N as
η2N (P
ϑ∗
n , A) =
VPϑ∗n
( ̂PPϑ∗n (A))N(
Pn(A)
)2 = 1N VPϑ∗n ( ̂PPϑ∗n (A))1(Pn(A))2
=
1
N
1(
Pn(A)
)2 [ ∫
A
( dPn
dPϑ∗n
)2
dPϑ
∗
n −
(
Pn(A)
)2]
.
(20)
Obviously (by (V1) and (V3)), 2 infx∈A◦ I(x) (i.e., the right-hand side of (19)) is the exponential
deay rate of (Pn(A))
2
. Inspetion of the proof of Theorem 2 reveals that the left-hand side of
(19) is the exponential deay rate of
∫
A
(
dPn
dPϑ∗n
)2
dPϑ
∗
n . It is lear from (20) that, for asymptoti
eieny to hold,
∫
A
(
dPn
dPϑ∗n
)2
dPϑ
∗
n must tend to zero at least as fast as (Pn(A))
2
. But it annot
derease faster, sine VPϑ∗n
( ̂PPϑ∗n (A))1 is nonnegative, so that
∫
A
(
dPn
dQn
)2
dQn ≥ (Pn(A))
2
for
arbitrary Qn. Hene, the exponential deay rates must be exatly equal, as stated by (19). (A
losely related argument is given in [5, Ch. 5.2℄.)
Theorem 2 is widely appliable. It holds in many standard situations, in partiular in many of
those that arise in appliations.
Proposition 1 Let {Pn} be a family of probability measures that satisfy the onditions of the
Gärtner-Ellis theorem, with (good) rate funtion I. Let A be a rare event with dominating point a,
let ϑ∗ be the unique solution of ∇Λ(ϑ) = a, and assume (V2) and (V3). Then {Pϑ
∗
n } is the unique
tilted family that is asymptotially eient for simulating Pn(A).
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Proof The proof is a simple appliation of Thm. 2. (V1) follows from the Gärtner-Ellis theorem;
we only need to verify ondition (19). For the rst inmum in (19), one obtains
inf
x∈Rd
[I(x)− 〈ϑ∗, x〉] = −Λ(ϑ∗) = I(a)− 〈ϑ∗, a〉. (21)
Here, the rst step follows from the onvex duality lemma (ompare [7, Lemma 4.5.8℄), whih is
appliable sine Λ is lower semiontinuous by (G3), and onvex and > −∞ everywhere (this follows
from (G1) and (G2) by [8, Lemma V.4℄). The seond step is due to part b) of the dominating
point property of a, together with Eq. (12).
As to the seond inmum in (19), a minimises both I and 〈ϑ∗, .〉 on A (by the dominating
point property). Together with (V3), this gives
inf
x∈A
[I(x) + 〈ϑ∗, x〉] = I(a) + 〈ϑ∗, a〉. (22)
Eqs. (21) and (22) together give (19) beause infx∈A◦ I(x) = infx∈∂A I(x) = I(a). ⊓⊔
Remark 1 Note that an eieny result losely related to Proposition 1 has previously been given
by Buklew [5, Thm. 5.2.1℄, but this is based on the variane rather than the relative error; and
it is only a suient ondition.
Note also that our assumption of a dominating point greatly simplies the situation. Theorem 2
also allows to ope with situations without a dominating point  but this is not needed below.
Let us now apply this theory to the T-ell model.
4 Rare event simulation: the T-ell model
Reall that simulating the T-ell model means sampling the random variables G(z(f)) of (3) and
estimating the orresponding tail probabilities P(G(z(f)) ≥ gact). Inspetion of Eq. (3) reveals two
diulties:
1. G(z(f)) is a weighted sum of i.i.d. random variables, to whih the standard results for sums of
i.i.d. random variables (in partiular, Cramér's theorem) are not appliable. We therefore need
an extension to weighted sums  or, better, to general sums of independent, but not identially
distributed random variables, whih inlude weighted sums as a simple speial ase. This is
straightforward and will be the subjet of Set. 4.1. In partiular, it will be seen that, like in
the i.i.d. ase, every term in the sum must be tilted with the same parameter, but now this
global tilting fator is a funtion of all the individual distributions involved.
2. Simulating the random variables Wj = w(Tj) is straightforward via simple sampling: draw
Exp(1/τ¯) distributed random numbers τj (as realisations of Tj) and apply the transformation
(1). However, simulating the orresponding tilted variables is a diult task, for two reasons.
First of all, there is no indiation of how to sample from the tilted distribution via transfor-
mation of one of the elementary distributions (like Uni[0,1] (the uniform distribution on the
unit interval), or Exp(λ)) for whih eient random number generation is possible. Although
suh a transformation might exist in priniple, there is no systemati way of nding it. One
reason for this is that tilting ats at the level of the densities, but even the original (untilted)
density of W = w(T ) is not available expliitly. (With W and T (without indies) we mean
any representative of the family.) This is beause its alulation requires the inverse funtions
and derivatives of the two branhes (inreasing and dereasing) of the funtion w, but these
are unavailable analytially.
In the absene of a transformation method, one might onsider to determine the tilted density
numerially, integrate it (again numerially) and disretise and tabulate the resulting distri-
bution funtion. However, this is, again, forbidding for our partiular funtion w: due to the
vanishing derivatives at T = 0 and T = 1, the transformation formula for densities yields
singularities in the density of W at these values, with a sizeable fration of the probability
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mass onentrated very lose to 0 (see Fig. 3). This renders numerial alulations unreliable.
To irumvent these problems, we will, in Set. 4.2, present a sampling method for the tilted
random variable Wϑ that is based on tilting T rather than W itself.
4.1 Large deviations for independent but not identially distributed random variables
We onsider K independent families of i.i.d. Rd-valued random variables, {Y
(1)
ℓ }, . . . , {Y
(K)
ℓ } (i.e.,
the distribution within any given family {Y
(k)
ℓ }, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, is xed, but the distributions may
vary aross families). Assume that Λ(k)(ϑ) := logE(e〈ϑ,Y
(k)
1 〉), the log moment-generating funtion
of Y
(k)
1 , is nite for all ϑ ∈ R
d
and 1 ≤ k ≤ K (here, E(.) refers to the probability measure indued
by the random variable involved). Let n(1), . . . , n(K) be positive integers, n :=
∑K
k=1 n
(k)
,
Vn :=
n(1)∑
ℓ=1
Y
(1)
ℓ + . . .+
n(K)∑
ℓ=1
Y
(K)
ℓ , (23)
and Pn be the probability measure indued by Sn = Vn/n. In the limit n → ∞, subjet to
n(k)/n→ γ(k) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the limiting log-moment generating funtion of {Sn} beomes
Λ(ϑ) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(e〈ϑ,Vn〉) = lim
n→∞
K∑
k=1
n(k)
n
Λ(k)(ϑ) =
K∑
k=1
γ(k)Λ(k)(ϑ), (24)
where the seond step is due to independene. Sine, by assumption, Λ(k)(ϑ) < ∞ for all ϑ ∈ Rd
and 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the Λ(k) are dierentiable on all of Rd (see [7, Lemma 2.2.31℄); in fat, they are
even C∞(Rd) [7, Ex.erise 2.2.24℄. Thus, Λ is C∞(Rd) as well.
By (24), we have (G1). Again due to Λ(k)(ϑ) <∞, (G2) and (G5) are automatially satised.
Furthermore, the dierentiability of Λ entails (G3) and (G4). We have therefore shown
Lemma 1 Under the assumptions of this paragraph, {Pn} satises the Gärtner-Ellis theorem,
with rate funtion I given by Eq. (10). ⊓⊔
Suh {Pn} are therefore andidates for eient simulation aording to Prop. 1. The tilting fator
ϑ∗ may not be aessible analytially, but an be evaluated numerially from (11). Due to inde-
pendene, tilting of Sn with nϑ
∗
(that is, tilting of Vn with ϑ
∗
) is equivalent to tilting eah Y
(k)
ℓ
with ϑ∗.
4.2 Tilting of transformed random variables
Unlike theWj , the Exp(1/τ¯)-distributed random variables Tj are tilted easily (tilting with ϑ simply
gives Exp(−ϑ + 1/τ¯)). One is therefore tempted to tilt the Tj rather than the Wj , or, in other
words, to interhange the order of tilting and transformation. The following Theorem states the
key idea.
Theorem 3 Let X be an Rd-valued random variable with probability measure µ, and let Y := h◦X
(or Y = h(X) by slight abuse of notation), where h : Rd → Rd is µ-measurable. Then Y has
probability measure ν = µ ◦ h−1, where h−1(y) denotes the preimage of y. Assume now that
Eµ(e
〈ϑ,h(X)〉) exists, let X˜ϑ be an Rd-valued random variable with probability measure µ˜ϑ related
to µ via
dµ˜ϑ
dµ
(x) =
e〈ϑ,h(x)〉
Eµ(e〈ϑ,h(X)〉)
(25)
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(so that µ˜ϑ ≪ µ), and let Y˜ ϑ = h(X˜ϑ). Then, the measures ν˜ϑ (of Y˜ ϑ) and νϑ (for the tilted
version of ν, belonging to Y ϑ) are equal, where νϑ ≪ ν with Radon-Nikodym density
dνϑ
dν
(y) =
e〈ϑ,y〉
Eν(e〈ϑ,Y 〉)
. (26)
Proof Note rst that e〈ϑ,y〉 is learly µ-measurable, and
Eν(e
〈ϑ,Y 〉) =
∫
Rd
e〈ϑ,y〉dν(y) =
∫
Rd
e〈ϑ,h(x)〉dµ(x) = Eµ(e
〈ϑ,h(X)〉), (27)
whih exists by assumption, so νϑ is well-dened. We now have to show that ν˜ϑ(B) = νϑ(B) for
arbitrary Borel setsB. Observing that ν˜ϑ = µ˜ϑ◦h−1 and employing the formulas for transformation
of measures [3, (13.7)℄ and hange of variable [3, Thm. 16.13℄, together with (25), one indeed obtains
ν˜ϑ(B) = µ˜ϑ
(
h−1(B)
)
=
∫
h−1(B)
dµ˜ϑ
dµ
(x)dµ(x) =
1
Eµ(e〈ϑ,h(X)〉)
∫
h−1(B)
e〈ϑ,h(x)〉dµ(x)
=
1
Eν(e〈ϑ,Y 〉)
∫
B
e〈ϑ,y〉dν(y) =
∫
B
dνϑ
dν
(y)dν(y) = νϑ(B),
(28)
whih proves the laim. ⊓⊔
In words, Theorem 3 is nothing but the simple observation that, to obtain the tilted version of
Y = h(X), one an reweight the measure µ of X with the fators e〈ϑ,h(x)〉, rather than reweighting
the measure ν of Y with e〈ϑ,y〉. It should be lear, however, that the measure µ˜ϑ diers from
the usual tilted version of µ, whih would involve tilting fators e〈ϑ,x〉 rather than e〈ϑ,h(x)〉; for
this reason, we use the notation µ˜ϑ rather than µϑ. Suh kind of tilting is ommon in large
deviation theory (see, e.g., [7, Chap. 2.1.2℄). Nevertheless, the simple observation above is the key
to simulation if µ (and µ˜ϑ) are readily aessible at least numerially, but ν (and νϑ) are not.
This is preisely our situation, with T˜ ϑ, αWϑ and αw (α ∈ {qz(c), qz(v), z(f)}), respetively,
taking the roles of X˜ϑ, Y ϑ and h (we will use f , f˜ϑ, g and gϑ for the orresponding densities of T ,
T˜ ϑ, αW , and (αW )ϑ). Still, reweighting of the exponential density of T with eϑαw(τ) does not yield
an expliit losed-form density, and no diret simulation method is available for the orresponding
random variables. However, the reweighted densities are easily aessible numerially, in ontrast
to those of W and its tilted variant, Wϑ. The problem may thus be solved by alulating and
integrating f˜ϑ numerially and disretising and tabulating the resulting distribution funtion F˜ϑ.
Samples of T˜ ϑ may then be drawn aording to this table (i.e., by formally looking up the solution
of F˜ (T˜ ϑ) = U for U ∼ Uni[0,1]), and αW
ϑ = αw(T˜ ϑ) is then readily evaluated. The only diulty
left is the time required for searhing the table. But this is a pratial matter and will be dealt
with in the next paragraph.
4.3 The algorithm
Taking together our theoretial results, we an now detail the spei importane sampling algo-
rithm for the simulation of the T-ell model of Set. 2. If not stated otherwise, we will refer to the
basi model (3). Reall that it desribes the stimulation rate G(z(f)) and we wish to evaluate the
probability P(G(z(f)) ≥ gact).
To apply LD sampling, let us embed the model into a sequene of models with inreasing total
number n = n(c) + n(v) + n(f) of antigen types, where n(c), n(v), and n(f) are the numbers of
onstitutive, variable and foreign antigen types. (This is an aritiial sequene of models required
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to formulate the limiting proess involved in the theory; in ontrast to the original model, there
an now be multiple foreign antigen types.) Let
Gn(z
(f)) =
n(c)∑
j=1
qnz
(c)Wj
+
n(c)+n(v)∑
j=n(c)+1
qnz
(v)Wj
+
n(c)+n(v)+n(f)∑
j=n(c)+n(v)+1
z(f)Wn(c)+n(v)+j
 , (29)
where
qn =
n(c)z(c) + n(v)z(v) − n(f)z(f)
n(c)z(c) + n(v)z(v)
(30)
(where z(c), z(v), and z(f) are independent of n). Clearly, Gn(z
(f)) oinides with G(z(f)) of (3)
if n(c) = m(c), n(v) = m(v), and n(f) = m(f), where m(f) = 0 or m(f) = 1 depending on whether
z(f) = 0 or z(f) > 0; then, n = m = m(c) + m(v) + m(f). We have to onsider P
(
Gn(z
(f))/n >
gact/m
)
(this reets the fat that gact must sale with system size). The sequenes {Gn(z
(f))}
and {Gn(z
(f))}/n take the roles of {Vn} and {Sn}, respetively, in Ses. 3.1 and 4.1, with Pn the
law of Gn(z
(f))/n; and we onsider A = [gact/m,∞) with E(Gm(z
(f))/m) < gact/m < Mw(1)/m
(the latter is the maximum value of Gm(z
(f))/m sine w(τ) has its maximum at τ = 1). The
limit n → ∞ is then taken so that limn→∞ n
(c)/n = m(c)/m, limn→∞ n
(v)/n = m(v)/m, as well
as limn→∞ n
(f)/n = m(f)/m, that is, the relative amounts of onstitutive, variable, and foreign
antigens approah those xed in the original model, (3). (Note that, in [37℄, a dierent limit was
employed, namely, n → ∞ with limn→∞ n
(c)/n(v) = C1 ∈ (0,∞) and limn→∞ n
(f)/n = 0; this is
appropriate for exat asymptotis, but not for simulation, beause the asymptoti tilting fator
to be used in the latter then does not feel the foreign antigens.)
Lemma 2 Let f be the density of Exp(1/τ) (i.e., f(τ) = e−τ/τ/τ), and
ψ(t) := E(etW ) =
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
tw(τ)
)
f(τ)dτ =
1
τ¯
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
t
exp(−1/τ)
τ
−
τ
τ¯
)
dτ (31)
be the moment-generating funtion of W1. Under the assumptions of Set. 4.3, the unique solution
ϑ∗ of
gact
m
=
m(c)
m
qz(c)
[
d
dt
logψ(t)
]∣∣∣∣
t=qz(c)ϑ
+
m(v)
m
qz(v)
[
d
dt
logψ(t)
]∣∣∣∣
t=qz(v)ϑ
+
1
m
z(f)
[
d
dt
logψ(t)
]∣∣∣∣
t=z(f)ϑ
(32)
is the unique asymptotially eient tilting parameter for LD simulation of Pn(A).
Proof Clearly, Pn satises the assumptions of Set. 4.1. Note, in partiular, that ψ(t) <∞ for all
t ∈ R sine W is bounded above and below, and so
Λ(ϑ) = lim
n→∞
logE(eϑGn(z
(f))/n) =
m(c)
m
logψ(qz(c)ϑ) +
m(v)
m
logψ(qz(v)ϑ) +
1
m
logψ(z(f)ϑ) <∞
(33)
for all ϑ; hene, the Gärtner-Ellis theorem holds by Lemma 1. To verify the remaining assumptions
of Prop. 1, reall from Se. 4.1 that Λ(ϑ) is dierentiable (with ontinuous derivative) on all of R.
The bounds on gact/m lead to
Λ′(0) =
E
(
G(z(f)
)
m
<
gact
m
<
Mw(1)
m
= lim
ϑ→∞
Λ′(ϑ). (34)
Λ is stritly onvex (sine (d2/dt2) logψ(t) is the variane of W t, the tilted version of W (f. [2,
Prop. XII.1.1℄), whih is positive sine W and hene W t is nondegenerate). Eq. (34) thus entails
that Λ′(ϑ) = gact/m has a unique solution ϑ
∗
, whih is positive (and learly satises (V2)). As a
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onsequene, gact/m is a dominating point of A, whih is a rare event sine 0 < I(gact/m) < ∞
(by Λ(0) = 0 together with (34) and (12); f. Fig. 4, left). Finally, A is a ontinuity set of both
I and I + 〈ϑ∗, .〉 simply beause I and 〈ϑ∗, .〉 are ontinuous at gact/m, and A = A◦. Realising
that the right-hand side of (32) equals Λ′(ϑ) (see also Eq. (20) in [37℄), one obtains the laim from
Prop. 1. ⊓⊔
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Fig. 4 The umulant-generating funtion Λ (left) and the rate funtion I (right) for the T-ell model (3).
The slope of the straight line in the left panel is a = gact/m, where gact = 800 and m = 1551. At ϑ
∗
,
aϑ− Λ(ϑ) assumes its maximum, I(a) (f. (10) (12)).
The solution of (32) is readily alulated numerially. The funtion Λ, and the resulting rate
funtion I, are shown in Fig. 4.
As desribed in Set. 4.2, we now tilt the density f of the Tj with ϑ
∗
aording to Eq. (25). This
yields three dierent densities f˜ϑ
∗
α , depending on the weighting fators α ∈ {qz
(c) , qz(v) , z(f)},
namely
f˜ϑ
∗
α (τ) =
exp(αϑ∗w(τ))f(τ)
ψ(αϑ∗)
=
1
τ¯ exp
(
αϑ∗ exp(−1/τ)τ −
τ
τ¯
)
ψ(αϑ∗)
. (35)
As disussed in Set. 4.2, this is not the density of any known standard distribution (let alone
an exponential one), and simulating from it requires numerial integration (whih is well-behaved
sine the f˜ϑ
∗
α are numerially well-behaved), and disretisation and tabulation of the resulting
distribution funtions F˜ϑ
∗
α , followed by looking up the solution τ˜
ϑ∗
of F˜ϑ
∗
α (T˜
ϑ∗) = U for U ∼
Uni[0,1], to nally yield αW
ϑ∗
via αWϑ
∗
= αw(T˜ ϑ
∗
).
Searhing the table would be the speed- (or preision-) limiting step, requiring O(logD) oper-
ations if D is the number of disretisation steps. This an be remedied by applying the so-alled
alias method to quikly generate random variables aording to the disretised probability distri-
bution. For a desription of the method, we refer the reader to [19, pp. 2527℄, [16℄, or [24, p. 248℄.
Let us just summarise here that, after a preproessing step, whih is done one for a given distri-
bution, the method only requires one Uni[0,1] random variable together with one multipliation,
one uto and one subtration (or two Uni[0,1] random variables together with one multipliation,
one uto and one omparison, depending on the implementation) to generate one realisation of
T˜ ϑ
∗
, regardless of D (in partiular, it does without searhing altogether).
We now have everything at hand to formulate the algorithm to simulate (realisations of) G(z(f))
of (3). (For notational onveniene, we will not distinguish between random variables and their
realisations here).
Algorithm 1
ompute ϑ∗ by solving Eq. (32) numerially
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alulate the tilted densities f˜ϑ
∗
α , α ∈ {qz
(c), qz(v), z(f)}, via (35)
for i=1 till sample size N do
for every summand j of (3) generate a sample (T˜ ϑ
∗
j )
(i)
aording to its density f˜ϑ
∗
α(j) with the
help of the alias method (here, the upper index (i) is added to reet sample i, and α(j) is the
weighting fator of the sum to whih j belongs)
alulate
(
G(z(f))
)(i)
=
(
m(c)∑
j=1
qz(c)w
(
(T˜ ϑ
∗
j )
(i)
))
+
(
m(c)+m(v)∑
j=m(c)+1
qz(v)w
(
(T˜ ϑ
∗
j )
(i)
))
+z(f)w
(
(T˜ ϑ
∗
m(c)+m(v)+1)
(i)
)
alulate the indiator funtion times the reweighting fator (i.e., the i-th summand in Eq. (15))
if (G(z(f)))(i) ≥ gact then
R(i) =
m∏
j=1
fα(j)((T˜
ϑ∗
j )
(i))
f˜ϑ
∗
α(j)((T˜
ϑ∗
j )
(i))
else
R(i) = 0
end if
end for
alulate
(
P̂ϑ
∗
Pm
(A)
)
N
=
∑N
i=1 R
(i)
N
, as estimate of P(G(z(f)) > gact).
4.4 Extension to variable opy numbers
Let us now onsider the extended model (4), in whih the opy numbers are themselves random
variables. This is also overed by the large deviation theory presented above; in partiular, Lemma
1 again applies if the Y
(k)
ℓ in (23) are identied with Z
(c)
j Wj or Z
(v)
j Wj , respetively. The global
tilting fator ϑ∗ is, in the usual way, alulated as the solution of Λ′(ϑ) = gact/m, where Λ(ϑ) is
as in (33) with ψ(qz(k)ϑ) = E(eqz
(k)ϑW ) replaed by E(ψ(qZ(k)ϑ)) = E(eqZ
(k)ϑW ), k ∈ {c, v}; see
Eq. (20) in [37℄.
However, the objet of tilting now is the joint distribution ofW and Z(c) (or Z(v), respetively),
that is, dF (τ)dH(k)(z) reeives the reweighting fator exp(qϑzw(τ)), where F and H(k) denote
the measures of T and Z(k), k ∈ {c, v}, respetively. This introdues dependenies between opy
numbers and stimulation rates. The resulting bivariate simulation task is ostly and may oset
some of the eieny gain obtained by tilting.
If, however, the Z(k) are losely peaked around their means (as is the ase for our hoie of
parameters), the following hybrid proedure turns out to be both pratial and fast: Draw the Z(k)
from their original (untilted, binomial) distributions; and simulate a tilted version of qW , denoted
by (qW )ϑ
∗
, by reweighting the original density of qW with exp(qϑ∗E(Z(k))W ), irrespetive of the
atual value of Z. Clearly, this method is not asymptotially eient, but it is a valid importane
sampling method that turns out to ompare well with the ideal proedure used for the xed opy
numbers (see Se. 5.1.3).
5 Results
Let us now present the results of our simulations in two steps. We rst investigate the performane
of the method, and then use it to gain more insight into the underlying phenomenon of statistial
reognition.
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5.1 Performane of the simulation method
We will examine the performane of the importane-sampling method in three respets: we will
ompare it to simple sampling (the previously-used simulation method) and to the results of exat
asymptotis (the previously-used analyti method); nally, we will quantify the eieny in terms
of the relative error (and thus return to the theory of Set. 3.2). In any ase, we will onsider
P(G(z(f)) ≥ gact) as a funtion of gact (and for various values of the parameter z
(f)
). Of ourse,
this probability is just one minus the distribution funtion of G(z(f)); in immunobiology, the
orresponding graph is known as the ativation urve.
Evaluating this graph by LD simulation requires, for eah value of gact to be onsidered, a
fresh sample, simulated with its individual tilting fator ϑ∗ (reall that this depends on gact via
(32)). At rst sight, this looks like an enormous disadvantage relative to simple sampling, where
no threshold needs to be speied in advane; rather, the outomes of the simulation diretly
yield an estimate over the entire range of the ativation urve. However, it will turn out that
this disadvantage is oset many times by the spei eieny of hitting the rare events in LD
sampling. (There is room for improvement: the samples that do not hit a given rare event ould
be used to improve the estimates of the more likely events.)
5.1.1 Comparison with simple sampling
Clearly, both the simple-sampling and the importane-sampling estimates are unbiased and on-
verge to the true values as N →∞. It is therefore no surprise that they yield pratially idential
results wherever they an be ompared  and this yields a rst quik onsisteny hek for our
method.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 5, whih shows simple sampling (SS) and importane sampling
(IS) ativation urves, eah for z(f) = 1000 and z(f) = 2000. For SS, N = 1.3 ∗ 108 samples,
(G(z(f)))(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , were generated altogether for every graph, whereas for IS, N = 10000
samples were generated for every threshold value onsidered (from gact = 100 to gact = 1000 in
steps of 50), i.e. 1.9 ∗ 105 samples altogether. Beyond gact = 450 and gact = 800 (for z
(f) = 1000
and z(f) = 2000, respetively), no estimates ould be obtained via SS due to the low probabil-
ities involved, whereas with IS, it is easy to get beyond gact = 900 in either ase, although the
probabilities an get down to 10−20 (note, however, that this far end of the distribution is no
longer biologially relevant). In terms of runtime, determining an ativation urve (over its entire
range) by SS took 48 hours of CPU time (Intel Pentium M 1.4 GHz 512MB RAM), whereas IS
required only about 2 minutes (in the threshold regime where the methods are omparable), that
is, a speedup by a fator of nearly 1500 is ahieved.
We also applied our method to the extended model (4) with binomially distributed opy num-
bers. Figure 6 shows the simulation results for two values of z(f), eah for SS and IS. Again, the
urves agree, as they must. As to runtime, it took about 130 hours to generate the 2 ∗ 107 samples
for SS, whereas for IS it took 10 min. to generate the 9.5 ∗ 104 samples.
5.1.2 Comparison with exat asymptotis
A pillar of the previous analysis of Zint et al. [37℄ (and its preursor BRB [33℄) has been so-alled
exat asymptotis. This is a renement of large deviation theory whih yields estimates for the
probabilities Pn(A) themselves, rather than just their exponential deay rates obtained via the
LDP in Def. 1. With standard large deviation theory (and our simulation method), it shares the
tilting parameter whih is alulated aording to Eq. (32); for more details, we refer to [37℄. A
omparison of IS simulation with exat asymptotis is also inluded in Fig. 5. For small values of
gact, exat asymptotis is slightly impreise. This is due to the asymptoti nature (n→∞) of the
method, whih yields more preise results in the very tail of the distribution, where the deviations
are truly large. Note that, although our tilting fators agree with those in exat asymptotis, rare
event simulation does not suer from this auray problem sine, due to the reweighting, it is
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Fig. 5 Estimates of the ativation urve, P(G(z(f)) ≥ gact), in the basi model (3) for z
(f) = 1000 and
z(f) = 2000, as well as for the self bakground (z(f) = 0), on logarithmi sale. The probabilities were
estimated independently with simple sampling (SS), importane sampling (IS), and exat asymptotis
based on large deviation theory (LDT) as used in [37℄. For IS, 19 values of gact were onsidered (from
100 to 1000 in steps of 50), and N = 10000 samples were generated for eah value (i.e., 1.9 ∗ 105 samples
altogether), whereas for the SS simulation, N = 1.3 ∗ 108 samples were used over the entire range. The
SS urves end at gact = 400 and gact = 800, respetively, beause larger values were not hit in the given
sample. The IS and SS graphs agree perfetly until the SS simulation laks preision. For larger threshold
values, we see a perfet agreement of the IS and LDT graphs. Note the general feature that, for threshold
values that are not too small, the ativation probability in the presene of foreign antigens is several orders
of magnitude larger than the self bakground, i.e. Eq. (6) is satised.
always a valid importane sampling sheme that yields unbiased estimates for every nite n; the
nite-size eets will only manifest themselves as a ertain loss of eieny, as will be seen below.
5.1.3 Asymptoti eieny and relative error
In order to investigate the relative error of ( ̂PPϑ∗n (A))N , we rst note that the variane of the
estimator is given by
V
((
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
N
)
=
1
N
V
((
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
1
)
=
1
N
E
[(
1{(T ϑ
∗
n )
(1) ∈ A}
dP
dPϑ∗n
(
(T ϑ
∗
n )
(1)
)
− Pn(A)
)2]
,
(36)
where we have used (15) for N = 1. V
(
( ̂PPϑ∗n (A))1
)
an be estimated via the given number N of
samples in a single simulation run, i.e., as the sample variane
V̂
((
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
1
)
=
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(
1{(tϑ
∗
n )
(i) ∈ A}
dP
dPϑ∗n
(
(tϑ
∗
n )
(i)
)
−
(
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
N
)2
, (37)
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Fig. 6 Simulation of P(G(z(f)) ≥ gact) in the extended model (4), for z
(f) = 1500 and z(f) = 2500. The
probabilities were estimated independently with simple sampling, and with importane sampling at 19
dierent threshold values (from 100 to 1000 in steps of 50). For IS, 9.5 ∗ 104 samples were generated (5000
per threshold); for SS, 2 ∗ 107 samples were used. No estimates are obtained with SS at thresholds beyond
600 or 920, respetively, in analogy with the situation in Fig. 5.
where the (tϑ
∗
n )
(i)
are now onsidered as realisations of (T ϑ
∗
n )
(1)
. We an thus estimate the squared
relative error as
η̂2N (P
ϑ∗
n , A) =
1
N
V̂
((
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
1
)
((
̂PPϑ∗n (A)
)
N
)2 . (38)
For simple sampling, one proeeds in the obvious analogous way (without tilting and reweighting).
In line with the limit disussed in Se. 4.3, we now onsider Gn(z
(f)) for system sizes n = ni,
where ni = n
(c)
i +n
(v)
i +n
(f)
i , 0 ≤ i ≤ 10, and we hoose n
(α)
i = im
(α)
, α ∈ {c, v, f}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 10,
as well as n
(c)
0 = m
(c)/2, n
(v)
0 = m
(v)/2, and n
(f)
0 = m
(f)
(i.e., we simply `multiply' the system,
exept for i = 0, whih orresponds to `half' a system exept for the foreign peptide, whih annot
be split into two). We then simulate P(Gni(z
(f)) ≥ gactni/m) for two values of z
(f)
and a xed
value of gact with our importane sampling method, as shown in Fig. 7.
Obviously, the (estimated) probabilities deay to zero at an exponential rate with inreasing
n, as they must by their LDP. In ontrast, the (estimated) squared RE only inreases linearly
 this even goes beyond the predition of the theory (asymptoti eieny only guarantees a
subexponential inrease).
So far, we have onsidered the n-dependene of the method for a xed value of gact, in the light
of the available asymptoti theory. For the pratial simulation of the given T-ell problem, we
now take the given system size n = m and numerially investigate the relative error as a funtion
of gact. Here, the exponential deay of P(G(z
(f)) ≥ gact) as a funtion of gact is deisive, whih
we have already observed in Fig. 5, and whih goes together with the at-least-linear inrease of I
with gact (reall that I is onvex, and see Fig. 4). Fig. 8 shows the relative error of both SS and
IS. It does not ome as a surprise that, again, IS does extremely well and beats the exponential
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Fig. 7 Importane sampling simulations for P(Gn(z
(f)) ≥ gactn/m) for n = ni, 0 ≤ i ≤ 10, for gact = 400
and two values of z(f). Left: estimate of the probability (note that the vertial axis is on logarithmi sale).
Right: estimated squared RE.
deay of the probabilities: whereas, on the log sale of the vertial axis, the squared RE of SS
grows roughly linearly, it remains more or less onstant for IS. (The very low squared RE of the
simple sampling graphs for low thresholds in the right panel is due to the fat that the probability
to reah this threshold is quite high and the huge sample of N = 1.3 ·108 ontributes to estimating
it, that is, the sample sizes are not omparable. A simple sampling simulation run with the total
sample size of a orresponding IS simulation (i.e., N = 10000 times the number of steps ontained
in the interval onsidered) results in higher relative errors than for importane sampling even for
the low threshold values (left panel). We would like to note, however, that the runtime of simple
sampling for these small sample sizes is shorter than the runtime for IS, even if one does not ount
the overhead required to get the tilting parameters for importane sampling.)
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Fig. 8 Estimated squared RE for simple sampling (N = 10000 times the number of steps ontained in
the onsidered interval (left), N = 1.3 ∗ 108 (right)), and importane sampling (N = 10000 per threshold
value in either panel) simulations of P(G(z(f)) > gact) of the basi model, Eq. (3). Note that the vertial
axis is on logarithmi sale.
Figure 9 sheds more light on the behaviour of the relative error of the IS simulation. It shows
the squared RE for 6 distint z(f)-values and reveals the nite-size eets. The wave-like behaviour
for larger z(f) is due to the fat that, for very low threshold values, there is no real need for tilting,
beause the original distribution Pn is already lose to optimal and the tilting fator is very small.
For inreasing thresholds, substantial tilting is required, but there are still visible deviations from
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Fig. 9 Estimated squared RE of our IS estimate, for various frequenies z(f) of the foreign antigen. Details
are as in Fig. 8, but now the vertial axis is on linear sale.
the n→∞ limit (as already disussed in the ontext of Fig. 5), so the tilted distributions are not
optimal. This produes the hump in the squared RE urves, whih is more pronouned for larger
z(f) values beause, for the ase n = m onsidered here, the foreign antigens ome as a single term
that may stand out. For large gact, nally, one gets lose enough to the limit, and the expeted
sub-exponential inrease sets in (in our ase, it is, in fat, roughly linear). Nevertheless, it should
be lear that, in spite of the slight non-optimality at small threshold values, our tilted distributions
still yield a far lower squared RE than does simple sampling. A very similar piture emerges for the
extended model; surprisingly, the relative error is no larger than in the basi model, although the
ad ho simulation method used here is not asymptotially eient (see Se. 4.4; data not shown).
5.2 Analysis of the T-ell model
In this Setion, we use our simulation method to obtain more detailed insight into the phenomenon
of statistial reognition in the T-ell model. As disussed before, the task is to disriminate one
foreign antigen type against a noisy bakground of a large number of self antigens. We already
know from Fig. 5 that, for threshold values that are not too small, the ativation probability in the
presene of foreign antigens is several orders of magnitude larger than the ativation probability
of the self-bakground, i.e. Eq. (6) is satised. As disussed in [37℄, this distintion relies on
z(f) > z(c), z(v)  what happens is that larger opy numbers of the foreign antigen thiken the
tail of the distribution of G(z(f)) (without hanging its mean), so that the threshold is more
easily surpassed. The self-nonself distintion may, aording to this model, be roughly desribed
as follows. For a given antigen (foreign or self), nding a highly-stimulating T-ell reeptor is a
rare event; but if it ours to a foreign antigen, it ours many times simultaneously sine there
are numerous opies, whih all ontribute the same large signal, sine all reeptors of the T-ell
involved are idential; the resulting stimulation rate is thus high. In ontrast, if it is a self antigen
that nds a highly-stimulating reeptor, the eet is less pronouned due to the smaller opy
numbers. In this sense, the toy model explains the distintion solely on the basis of opy numbers;
but see the Disussion for more sophistiated eets that alleviate this requirement.
Following these intuitive arguments, we now aim at a more detailed piture of how the self
bakground looks, and how the foreign type stands out against it. To investigate this, it is useful
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rate \ gact 0 100 250 500 1000
variable 66.6 74.9 77.1 78.8 80.0
constitutive 22.2 59.2 277.7 590.6 1160
rate \ gact 0 100 250 500 1000
variable 12.7 13.9 14.5 14.9 15.1
constitutive 23.1 35.6 88.8 134.9 191.3
Table 1 Sample means (left) and sample standard deviations (right) of the histograms in Fig. 10 (left)
and Fig. 11 (i.e., the self-only ase).
rate \ gact 0 100 250 500 1000
variable 65.9 74.1 74.2 76.2 78.4
constitutive 21.8 55.9 129.5 270.4 821.1
foreign 0.9 4.0 184.8 279.6 302.2
rate \ gact 0 100 250 500 1000
variable 12.7 14.1 13.9 14.2 14.7
constitutive 22.4 42.0 90.4 109.1 163.7
foreign 6.7 18.5 112.2 54.5 39.2
Table 2 Sample means (left) and sample standard deviations (right) of the histograms in Fig. 10 (right)
and Fig. 12 (i.e., the ase with foreign antigens).
to onsider the histograms of the total onstitutive, variable, and foreign stimulation rates, i.e.,
the ontributions of the onstitutive sum, the variable sum, and the individual foreign term in the
sum (3), either for all samples or for the subset of samples for whih G(zf ) ≥ gact, for various gact.
Sine this requires a higher resolution (and thus larger sample size) than the alulation of the
ativation probabilities alone, suh analysis would be pratially impossible with simple sampling.
With IS, we again generated 10000 samples per gact value, from whih between 30 and 70 perent
turned out to reah the threshold.
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Fig. 10 Histograms of the total stimulation rates of variable, onstitutive, and foreign antigens, for
z(f) = 0 (left) and z(f) = 1000 (right), in the basi model (3), when all samples are inluded. Sample size
is 10000, and the vertial axis holds the number of samples whose total onstitutive (variable, foreign)
stimulation rates fall into given intervals. Note that the saling of the vertial axis varies aross diagrams.
Figure 10 shows the resulting histograms when all samples are inluded, and Figs. 11 and 12
show the histograms for the subset of samples that have surpassed four representative threshold
values, without and with foreign antigen. Tables 1 and 2 summarise these results in terms of means
and standard deviations. Finally, Fig. 13 shows the orresponding two-dimensional statistis for
all pairs of variable, onstitutive, and foreign stimulation rates, again for various threshold values.
(Figs. 1113 are based on the outome of importane sampling without reweighting ; normalising
by the number of "suessful" samples would result in an estimate of the onditional distribution,
beause the reweighting fators anel out.)
Let us start with the situation without foreign antigens, as displayed in Figs. 10 (left) and
11 as well as Table 1. This already illustrates the fundamental dierene between variable and
onstitutive antigens. Judging from the large number (m(v) = 1500) of individual terms in the
sum at low opy number (z(v) = 50), the variable stimulation rate is expeted to be approximately
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Fig. 11 Histograms of the total stimulation rates of variable and onstitutive antigens, for z(f) = 0, in
the basi model (3), for samples that reah a given threshold value (gact = 100 (upper left), gact = 250
(upper right), gact = 500 (lower left), gact = 1000 (lower right)). Sample size is 10000, and the vertial axis
holds the number of samples that reah gact and whose total onstitutive (variable, foreign) stimulation
rates falls into given intervals. Note that the saling of both axes varies aross diagrams.
normally distributed and fairly losely peaked around its mean  at least as long as no restrition on
G(z(f)) is involved  and, as the Figure shows, this feature persists when G(z(f)) > gact, pratially
independently of the threshold involved. So, the variable antigens form a kind of bakground that
poses no diulty to foreign-self distintion: it is not very noisy, and it does not hange with the
threshold.
In ontrast, the distribution of the onstitutive ativation rates is wider; this is due to the
large opy numbers (z(c) = 500), the eet of whih is not ompensated by the smaller number of
terms, m(c) = 50. Furthermore, the normal approximation is not expeted to be partiularly good
for the onstitutive antigens  given the extreme asymmetry of the W -distribution (see Fig. 3),
the entral limit theorem will not average out the deviations at only m(c) = 50. In partiular,
the distribution remains asymmetri. With inreasing threshold, this distribution moves to the
right. The reason for this is that, in order to reah an inreasing gact, the tail events of the
onstitutive or the variable sum or both must be used, but it is easier (that is, more probable)
to use the onstitutive one beause it ontains more atypial events. In the language of large
deviation theory, this is an example of the general priniple that large deviations are always
done in the the least unlikely of all the unlikely ways [8, Ch. I℄. In the language of biology, the
onstitutive antigens are the problem of foreign-self distintion: due to their high opy numbers
and inomplete averaging, utuations persist that oasionally indue an immune response even
in the absene of foreign antigens. This ours if a T-ell reeptor happens to t partiularly well
to one, or a number of, onstitutive antigen types on an APC; due to their large opy numbers,
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Fig. 12 Histograms of the total onstitutive, variable and foreign stimulation rates for z(f) = 1000 in the
basi model (3). Sample size is 10000, and the vertial axis holds the number of samples that reah the
threshold gact and whose total onstitutive (variable, foreign) stimulation rate falls into a given interval,
for gact = 100 (upper left), gact = 250 (upper right), gact = 500 (lower left), gact = 1000 (lower right). The
maximal stimulation rate for the foreign antigens is z(f)w(1) = 367.9. Note that the saling of both axes
varies aross diagrams.
these few highly-stimulating types are then suient to surpass the threshold (in ontrast, several
highly-stimulating types would be required for the variable antigens to eliit a reation, whih is
too improbable).
Let us now turn to the piture with foreign antigen present (Figs. 10 (right), 12, 13, and
Table 2). One salient feature here is that the variable stimulation rate behaves exatly as in the
self-only ase: losely peaked around a small mean, unhanged when {G(z(f)) > gact} is imposed.
The piture is thus dominated by the interplay of onstitutive and foreign types. In line with Fig. 5,
the situation is similar in the ase without restrition on G(z(f)) (Fig. 10, right) and the ase when
G(z(f)) ≥ 100 (Fig. 12, upper left). In partiular, the foreign stimulation rate is losely peaked
at 0; only the onstitutive bakground has moved slightly to the right, exatly as in the self-only
ase. For gact = 250 (Fig. 12, upper right), where, aording to Fig. 5, foreign-self distintion sets
in, the foreign stimulation rate beomes prominent: the right branh of the W -distribution now
beomes populated, and the assoiated stimulation rates are large due to the large opy numbers
z(f) involved.
Nevertheless, for gact = 250, the foreign stimulation rate is lose to 0 in a sizable fration of the
ases in whih an immune reation ours  here, the reation is brought about by the onstitutive
bakground, whih moves to the right just as in the self-only ase (but less pronouned). Fig.
13 shows that the onstitutive and foreign stimulation rates are, indeed, negatively orrelated:
as is to be expeted, low foreign rates are ompensated by high onstitutive rates and vie versa
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(in ontrast, the variable bakground hardly orrelates with either the onstitutive or the foreign
stimulation rate). As in the self-only ase, therefore, the level of unwanted ativation (self-only or
mainly self, without appreiable foreign ativation) is set by the tail behaviour of the onstitutive
bakground. However, if gact is inreased further (Fig. 12, lower left), every T ell beyond the
threshold displays high stimuli for the foreign antigen, their distribution shifting even further to
the right and onentrating near the maximal stimulation rate given by the maximum of the
funtion w of Eq. (1), more preisely, by z(f)w(1). This maximum an, of ourse, not hange by
imposing restritions on G(z(f)); thus, any further inrease of gact (Fig. 12, lower right) must
then be mathed by the by now familiar shift of the onstitutive bakground. (This last panel is,
however, less biologially realisti sine the probabilities involved are too small to be relevant 
after all, with about 107 dierent T-ell types, threshold values that yield ativation probabilities
far below 10−7 even in the presene of foreign antigens oer no immune protetion.)
A further illustration of the onset of self-nonself distintion is presented in Fig. 14. Here we
onsider
P
(
G(z(f))− z(f)Wn(c)+n(v)+1 > gact | G(z
(f)) > gact
)
=
P
(
G(z(f))− z(f)Wn(c)+n(v)+1 > gact
)
P
(
G(z(f)) > gact
) ,
(39)
i.e., the probability that, in a T-ell that is ativated in the presene of foreign antigen, the self
omponent alone would have been suient for the ativation. From z(f) = 1000 onwards, this
probability dereases to 0 quikly with inreasing gact. Put dierently, in large parameter regions,
the foreign antigens do indeed make the dierene, whih is the deisive feature of self-nonself
distintion.
6 Conlusion and outlook
We have established here a method of LD sampling that allows the onvenient simulation of
the rare events relevant to statistial reognition in the immune system. Thus a more thorough
investigation of these events ould be arried out.
But this is only a rst step, and the goal for future work is to use this or related methods
to investigate biologially realisti models. Indeed, the toy model onsidered here, whih relies
solely on distintion by opy numbers, does serve the aim to illustrate that distintion against a
noisy bakground is, at all, possible, even without an intrinsi dierene between self and nonself,
and how this is related to the rare events in the tail of the bakground distribution. However,
biologially realisti models have to take into aount tolerisation mehanisms that make the T-
ells less responsive to self antigens. One important suh mehanism is so-alled negative seletion.
Negative seletion ours during the maturation phase of young T-ells in the thymus, before
they are released into the body. In a proess similar to the one desribed by the toy model,
they are onfronted with APCs that present mixtures of various self antigens, and those T-ells
whose ativation rate surpasses a thymi ativation threshold gthy < gact are eliminated. When
they are later, after leaving the thymus, onfronted with mixtures of self and foreign antigens, the
stimulation rates emerging from self and foreign are no longer i.i.d. (the self ones are biased towards
smaller values and possibly negatively orrelated). In fat, a simple model for negative seletion
was already desribed in BRB [33℄, and shown to drastially redue the self bakground, so that
foreign antigens do no longer require elevated opy numbers to be deteted. More sophistiated
models of negative seletion have been formulated e.g. in [32℄. However, their simulation still awaits
the development of adequate methods. This is the purpose of ongoing work.
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Fig. 13 Pairwise joint frequenies of the total onstitutive, variable, and foreign stimulation rates, for
those samples with G(z(f)) > gact in the basi model (3) (with z
(f) = 1000). Greysales orrespond to
number of samples falling into 2D-intervals dened by total stimulation rates of pairs of antigen types.
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Fig. 14 Fra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